
HOW TO WRITE AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MYSELF FOR SCHOOL

From time to time, writing an autobiography may be set as the written assignment. Here are some pointers for writing
about yourself without being conceited in.

How to start an autobiography? A man who dreams only for future and does nothing for tomorrow can be best
named as lazy and pathetic. I am the students of high school. Photo Credits boy writes to writing-books image
by Stepanov from Fotolia. I am greatly interested in arts and literature. My mother, Mrs. You may also
encounter the assignment in class. There is no completely successful man without the mixture of both failures
and successes. I have learnt a lot from my mistakes and from my failures. Honesty, dedication, sincerity and
humbleness are the virtues one learns during his childhood life with family, friends and at his school. I am
currently studying in class 10th. While my mother is a hardworking teacher at city public school whose only
passion is to transform the lives of her students with knowledge and a good vision. I still store my notebooks
as a memory about my first drafts. Here is one more example of autobiography about yourself which can help
you. My parents has always taught me to be straightforward and bold. These sample myself writing essays are
detailed, with points and headings for all primary, high school or college students. Career planning is the very
thing that irritates oneself. I am fortunate enough to have the best ever friends in my company. We all live
with great love, peace and care. A good idea is to write about either a great accomplishment or a hard
challenge that you have faced. All of my teachers know me personally. Fortunately, my thirst for knowledge
did not come to an end when I was at school.


